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During the U.S. Custom Harvesters convention in Omaha, longtime Gleaner® guru John Keller was inducted into the
U.S. Custom Harvesters Hall of Fame. John’s many years of faithful service to the Gleaner custom harvest fleet makes
this a well-earned honor.
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Dear Great Silver Fleet,
It’s a whole new year and a new chance at
success. Many of us are hoping we’ve seen the
bottom of the recent slide in commodity prices,
and there are some encouraging signs. In this
first issue for 2018, we’ll look at what it means
to change combine brands and why so many
have already switched to Gleaner®. We’ll also
talk about what you should do if you’d like to
take a look at the new Gleaner S9 Series. Finally,
we’ll catch up on some news of what’s been
happening with the Great Silver Fleet.
We hope you’ve had a good start to 2018, and we
hope this year turns out successfully for your farm.
Our very best to you and your farm.
Most sincerely,

Caleb Schleder
Gleaner Combines

Custom harvester Greg Thurman, based out of Kiowa, Kansas, has been in the business for 41 years.
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Going Gleaner
Since the 2010 introduction of the Super
Series, we’ve had an unprecedented amount
of customers leave other brands and come
to Gleaner. For some, it’s a return to the
brand they once had and are now coming
back for the newer models. For others, it’s
their first experience with Gleaner and the
transverse rotor design.
We try to make a point of asking these
customers how and why they switched brands
and, while we get a variety of answers, five
elements provide a reocurring theme.
First, they tell us that they prefer the
Gleaner sample quality. Former owners of
competitive combine brands tell us they
get better and cleaner samples out of
their Gleaner.

Second, they tell us they have less grain
loss from both the rotor and the shoe. In
addition, the stability of their settings
affecting sample quality and loss stay set
across varying field conditions—something
many say was not the case with their
previous machine.
Custom harvester Greg Thurman had
a similar experience, saying, “I like the
simplicity of it. It’s more of a farmer
machine you know. It's simple and I’ll tell
you it does just such a superb job in wheat.
I've only harvested wheat with it, but man,
it just has a great sample. We put up our
seed wheat with it so we didn't have to
spend the money to clean our wheat. Just
a great cleaning job.”
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Third, farmers say they like the reduced
weight and nimble size when compared
with their previous combine. More and more
farmers are alarmed at the increasing size
and weight of competitive combines and are
becoming more aware of the negative effect
compaction can have on future yields.

and access nearly every functional element
and most items from the ground.
Finally, they appreciate the durability. Gleaner
does not have the many high-wear parts
featured on other models that can translate
into added cost and the threat of downtime.

Fourth, they tell us they prefer the
simplicity. They can open the shields to view

“When we started combining, that was when John Deere was coming
out with the S Series so everybody was updating trailers,” says custom
harvester Joe Strnad. "I looked at it as a huge advantage. We could buy
cheaper trailers and we kind of feasted on the downfalls of other things.
It’s worked really successfully for us. You know we've been DOTed in
several states, like all cutters have. I'll never forget, as we were in South
Dakota, we come in and there was an older gentleman and a younger
guy. The younger guy said, 'Aww, lets get the scales out.' And the older
guy just looked at the combine and said, 'We don't need to weigh him,
he's not overweight.' They cleared us and down the road we went.”
Joe Strnad, Custom Harvester, Munden, Kansas
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Joe Strnad and his son, Kolby. Strnad Farms, based out of Munden, Kansas, runs three Gleaner S88s on the custom harvest
trail. They cut everything from wheat and canola to corn, soybeans, milo and sunflowers.
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Greg McDonald blows off the redeye before the rain moves in. Mark is particular about their property and wet, piled redeye
will quickly
Custom
harvester
kill the grass
Brennen
it’sDavis
sitting
ison.
based out of Denton, Kansas and owns two Gleaner S77s.
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“There's a certain fear about Gleaner combines because people may not
have been around them in the past. So they put that fear ahead of
common sense and listen to the hearsay. I'm not gonna lie, I used to run
John Deere. I know all of the jokes about Gleaner, but that's false and
that's not something you should base your operation on. I think everyone
needs to give Gleaner a good look. At least hear somebody out and if
not, get a demo. Especially get a demo. Ride with somebody or go run
one yourself because it just seems like a no-brainer to me.”
Brennen Davis, Custom Harvester, Denton, Kansas

SEE FOR YOURSELF.
So let’s say you’re ready to look at a Gleaner
and what it can mean for your farm. You are
likely to still have a few questions and concerns
that need to be addressed, and we are ready
to help with a wide array of resources.
The first step, if you don’t know already, is
to find out who your closest dealer is. Your
local Gleaner dealer is the expert in how
Gleaner combines perform best in your
area. You can visit gleanercombines.com to
find a Gleaner dealer near you.
Another good resource is to watch previous
episodes of the Gleaner Roadshow. Now
in its ninth season, the Gleaner Roadshow
covers all manner of combine functions,
crops, conditions and challenges. You can
find episodes of the Gleaner Roadshow on
our website at gleanercombines.com. On
the site, you can also request our brochure.

The S9 Series brochure gives you ample
information of how a Gleaner works and
the results it can deliver.
Gleaner dealers have events throughout
the year, from workshops for new owners
to events for those that have never been
around a Gleaner. Contact your local
Gleaner dealer for information about their
next event or visit gleanercombines.com to
learn about upcoming events and shows
featuring Gleaner.
And if you’ve learned enough and are ready to
have a Gleaner demonstrated on your farm,
requesting the demonstration is simple.
Go to gleanercombines.com and request a
demonstration. We’ll send your request on
to the right dealer as well as send you some
information on current programs to get you
into the machine you're looking for.
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Don’t leave your profits out in the field. The Command™ 3300 Series corn head saves kernels and cobs with
a design and function like no other:
•

Available in 8- and 12-row, 30-inch spacing.

•

•

Canted shape of deck plate openings reduces impact/
shelling from cob impact.

Available in chopping or non-chopping models. Chopping
function can be disabled on chopping models.

•

•

Gutter design channels lose kernels towards the combine
rather than away.

Large auger reaches over gatherer and row unit for high
performance in downed corn.

•

•

Plastic formulation of roto-moulded snouts absorbs
shock rather than bouncing ears and butt shelling.

•

Standard hood prevents cobs from going over the top of
the header opening.

Fore-aft header tilt feature with single acting cylinder
and accumulator system works with the combine
accumulator allowing header to float, reducing damage
from grounding out.

•

Stalk rolls have point to point contact for better feeding.

Take command of your harvest.
From its first discovery, corn has been an everchanging crop. Today’s high-yield, tough-residue
corn could hardly be imagined 30 years ago and
neither could the requirements to harvest it.
The Command 3300 Series corn head delivers more
capacity and reduced header loss, all while requiring
less daily maintenance than competitive heads. With
low bounce roto-molded snouts, a larger diameter,
high capacity auger and optional choppers, the

Command 3300 Series corn head is ideal for your
evolving corn harvest.
Visit gleanercombines.com or your Gleaner® dealer
to take command of your harvest.

BUILT WITH THE FARMER IN MIND

©2018 AGCO Corporation. Gleaner is a brand of AGCO Corporation. Command is a trademark of AGCO Corporation • GL17P004ST
AGCO • 4205 River Green Parkway, Duluth, GA 30096 • gleanercombines.com
AGCO may at any time, and from time to time, for technical or other necessary reasons, modify any of the data, specifications or warranty of the products described herein.
Some equipment shown may be optional. Attention: Photographs in this publication may show protective shields or guards open or removed for the purposes of illustration. Be
certain all shields and guards are in place during operation.
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News from Gleaner
We’ll be back at the farm shows in 2018, showcasing the latest Gleaner S9 Series, and we hope
you’ll make some time to come see what’s new. Stop by and see us at:

1. Farm Progress Show

August 28-30, Boone, Iowa

2. Husker Harvest Days

September 11-13, Grand Island, Nebraska

3. Big Iron Farm Show

September 11-13, West Fargo, North Dakota

4. Ohio Farm Science Review

September 18-20, London, Ohio
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An integral part of the custom harvest run, the Combine Harvest Support team has provided support during five
months of every year for over 45 years. The two support trailers support over 100 combines that bring in a variety of
crops ranging from winter and spring wheat, canola, sunflowers, barley, millet, corn and edible beans.

©2018 AGCO Corporation. Gleaner® is a brand of AGCO Corporation. All other
trademarks are registered to their respective owners. All rights reserved.
GL18P001ST
AGCO may at any time, and from time to time, for technical or other necessary
reasons, modify any of the data, specifications or warranty of the products
described herein. Some equipment shown may be optional. Attention:
Photographs in this publication may show protective shields and guards open
or removed for the purposes of illustration. Be certain all shields and guards
are in place during operation.
AGCO is a premier manufacturer of agricultural equipment, providing hightech solutions for professional farmers feeding the world. The company is
dedicated to delivering superior customer service, innovation and quality.
AGCO products are distributed in more than 140 countries worldwide.

